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Kent:
Thanks for touting my new The Doors Summer’s Gone book.
Several Forgotten Hits readers / viewers have reached out to my publisher
lauding the title. Others keep discovering my catalog. It’s an organic and
reel-to real experience where my work and the multi-voice narrative
contributors I invited have established a collaborative relationship with true
music fans.
All of them are avid Doors’ fans and collectors and volunteered that they
thought knew just about everything about their fave rave band. And, after
ordering the book and devouring the data, happily admitted they learned
so many new things about their history and the mystery of their stillongoing impact and influence on popular culture.
That’s one of the reasons I wrote and assembled this volume, and it
continues the interstitial thread and information that is inherent and
displayed in my previous 12 books: I just don’t bring something new to the
table - I bring lots of new, unique and original furniture into the room
along with me.
And, hopefully, we re-arrange the desk in your mind and present a different
SoCal-centric view where the music and the recordings are the primary
focus of the joint trek. During an interview with Ram Dass in 1999, he
instructed me to "honor the incarnation." I acknowledge his directive.
In the process, I know and feel many other writers and authors also garner
some well-deserved exposure on these printed pages.

Somebody just sent an email "Harvey is the Beyonce of the team." That was
cool. Well, I did dance for a short season in 1966-67 on "Dick Clark's
American Bandstand." At least back then my teenage acne wasn't too
obvious on camera in the black and white footage world. I just reconnected with a junior high school friend who went to one of the AB
tapings with me around spring of 1966.
The Mamas and the Papas and Bob Lind were the guests. Our minds were
dancing during their lip-sync appearances. I interviewed Dick a couple of
decades ago. Imagine a world where Clark, and Ed Sullivan didn't give
weekly music act showcases. And on Ed's Sunday night show the bands
played live!
Plus, over the decades, especially during 2017, numerous record labels and
DVD companies willingly participated in my research providing Doorsrelated product that is chronicled.
As our pal Burton Cummings once wrote and sang in his journey with the
Guess Who, “Share the Land.”
You and I, and the devoted supporters of www.forgottenhits.com do that
function very well sharing the music.
Harvey Kubernik
Burton Cummings wrote an entire chapter in Harvey's new book about The
Guess Who's first trip ever to LA in 1969 to appear on American
Bandstand. Burton decided to venture out on his own and do a little
exploring (he explains that one of his favorite TV shows was "77 Sunset
Strip" and he wanted to see the spot where Kookie parked the cars!!!) From
there he was ushered off to a party where he was joined on the piano
bench by none other than Jim Morrison. The two then did a bit of joyriding around the California Hills. It's a fascinating story and one that
clearly left a life-long impression on a young and impressionable Burton

Cummings. (As a side note, not mentioned in the book, The Guess Who
used to host a Canadian television show before their career took off and
each week they would spotlight some of the biggest hits of the day by
performing cover versions of these tunes. One of those tunes was "Light
My Fire" (and I'm almost positive that "Touch Me" was another … but
Burton would have to confirm that.) You can sense Cummings’ admiration
for Jim Morrison’s vocal as he tries to mimic quite closely on this
take. (They also did a Jose Feliciano version that appeared on the program
awhile later.)
Because Harvey's books are so California-centric (and I grew up here in the
Midwest and was too young to go "clubbing" during this era anyway), they
offer an interesting perspective of this time. Being all of about 13-14 years
old (and living a pretty sheltered life!) I didn't really get into the whole
psychedelic, drug scene that enveloped this era of music … a 13 minute jam
was lost on me … I liked catchy pop tunes (still do!) so I don't think I would
have succumbed to the allure of The Doors and many of these other
California-area bands.
But that doesn't mean that I'm not completely fascinated by the stories told
in this book … under-aged kids seduced by the music, sneaking into the
clubs and bars to see their favorite acts perform ... folks who went to school
with these guys or hung out with them in some capacity during this exciting
time … and just their growing fan base as more and more people
discovered their charismatic lead singer, the spiritual soul of their lyrics
(described by so many as pure poetry … which is exactly what they were
going for) and the almost free-form jazz that under laid some of their more
prolific arrangements.
It is interesting to see the band hone their skills and go from playing clubs
with 25 people in the audience to huge arenas like The Hollywood Bowl
and Madison Square Garden, which they didn’t want to play again because
they felt it wasn’t intimate enough for them to engage with their fans …
which is all pretty amazing in hindsight.

Honestly, Jim Morrison doesn't sound like a very nice person … and when
you strip it down, you'll find very few nice things said about him … but he
had a talent that captivated their audience and still resonates today, all
these years later.
I, too, have learned a lot … and am seeking out some of this music that I
missed (although, quite honestly, I'm still having a hard time losing myself
in some of these 13-minute jams! lol)
But I'm trying.
Harvey, your book has opened the eyes of many of us who missed this
music the first time around … whether we were too young (or not even
born yet!) or simply in the wrong proximity to enjoy it … so thank you for
that. This is true of your Laurel Canyon Book, your Monterey Pop book …
your LA Radio book … and several others.
You are able to offer a unique perspective with vivid story-telling as seen
through the eyes of the people who were there at the time living it, yourself
included … and that blend is what makes them so exciting, interesting and
unique. So keep 'em comin', my friend! (kk)
By the way, Harvey discusses his Doors book on the new Goldmine
Magazine Podcast …
http://www.goldminemag.com/podcast/harvey-kubernik-discussesmusic-books-goldmine-magazine-podcast-episode-25
Kent:
If I'm displayed next to a photo of Chuck Berry you know it's a REAL good
day! Always nice to share an hour with Chuck Berry.
We are all in the music together.

HK
"Harvey Kubernik has done the impossible: Create a Doors book that
contains special, untold stories and anecdotes about a band that has been
sliced and diced, cross-examined and sensationalized. The highlight of the
tome was a play-play account of the long lost story of when Jim Morrison
met John Lennon backstage at the Toronto Rock n Roll Revival festival...."
Rob Hill, Editor-In-Chief, MG Magazine for the Cannabis Professional
You can order your copy here:
https://www.amazon.com/Doors-Summers-Gone-HarveyKubernik/dp/1892900033/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=152456
7293&sr=1-3&keywords=harvey+kubernik

